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Research Program Update

he Symphony Orchestra Institute’s research program was initiated in
October, 1995. A request for proposals, widely distributed at that time,
outlined the availability of two $10,000 doctoral research fellowships

and of general funds to support other scholarly research studies of symphony
orchestra organizations.

We received a number of applications for each program. No application for
general research support was deemed to be sufficiently central to the Institute’s
mission and special interests to be funded. However, two of the doctoral fellowship
proposals prompted keen interest and were accepted. The Institute recently
announced awards to John Breda and Arthur Brooks.

John Breda is a fourth-year student at the University of Massachusetts Medical
School. Over the coming months, he intends to collect and analyze comparative
data about the psychological stress which symphony orchestra musicians
experience in their work. He will use data stratification to complete a comparative
analysis across various groups within the symphony orchestra. He also intends
to compare data from other professions—gathered through surveys and existing
control-group samples—with the information collected from symphony orchestra
musicians. The study is designed to learn more about the interaction between
symphony orchestra musicians and their workplaces.

Mr. Breda holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in music education
performance from the New England Conservatory of Music. He was bass/utility
clarinetist with the Oregon Symphony from 1982 to 1989. He then turned his
attention to medicine and worked in medical research at Harvard University
from 1989 to 1991. He was the 1992 recipient of the Betty Lea Stone American
Cancer Society research fellowship.

He anticipates receiving a Doctor of Medicine degree in June, 1996. As part of
completing his degree requirements, Mr. Breda will carry out his research under
the guidance of Leonard A. Doerfler, Ph.D., adjunct associate professor of
psychiatry at the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in Worcester.

To maintain contact with the musical world, Mr. Breda has continued to
perform and to build woodwind instruments when time permits. He is married
and lives in Needham, Massachusetts.
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Arthur Brooks is a first-year doctoral student in economics at Cornell
University. He intends to complete an empirical study of his previous theoretical
work on the demand side of “Baumol’s cost disease” — a phenomenon which
afflicts symphony orchestra organizations through the tendency of costs to rise
faster than revenues. His theoretical research is currently being reviewed for
professional publication.

Mr. Brooks holds a B.A. degree from Thomas Edison State College in New
Jersey and an M.A. degree from Florida Atlantic University, both in economics.
He is a French hornist who has played professionally with various ensembles,
including the Annapolis Brass. He has also performed in summer festivals and
as a soloist, as well as serving as a professor and performer at the Harid
Conservatory in Boca Raton, Florida.

In the fall of 1996, Mr. Brooks intends to transfer to the RAND Graduate
School of Policy Studies in Santa Monica, California, to continue his Ph.D. studies.
While at RAND, his faculty advisor will be C. Richard Neu, Associate Dean.

Mr. Brooks is married and lives in Ithaca, New York.
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